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Abstract

Surveillance is becoming ubiquitous in our society. We can also see the emergence of “smart” surveillance technologies and the assemblages (or combinations) of such technologies, supposedly to combat crime and terrorism, but in fact used for a variety of purposes, many of which are intrusive upon the privacy of law-abiding citizens. Following the dark days of 9/11, security and surveillance became paramount. More recently, in Europe, there has been a policy commitment to restore privacy to centre stage. This paper examines the legal tools available to ensure that privacy and personal data protection are respected in attempts to ensure the security of our society, and finds that improvements are needed in our legal and regulatory framework if privacy is indeed to be respected by law enforcement authorities and intelligence agencies. It then goes on to argue that privacy impact assessments should be used to sort out the necessity and proportionality of security and surveillance programmes and policies vis-à-vis privacy.

1. Introduction

The prevalence of surveillance in our society grows by leaps and bounds. Scarcely a day goes by without a story in the media about some new surveillance activity that has just come to light. While the UK accounts for one quarter of all the CCTV cameras in the world and while people in London are captured by CCTV cameras up to 300 times a day, the diffusion of surveillance systems and technologies to other parts of Europe (and elsewhere, of course) gathers momentum. Surveillance today is not just manifested by surveillance cameras. Many other technologies such as radio frequency identification (RFID) tags and biometrics are being deployed. Roger Clarke coined the term “dataveillance” more than two decades ago in reference to the phenomenon of data being used to monitor and surveil citizens. Furthermore, surveillance systems and technologies are no longer discrete. They are converging and being combined -- the phrase surveillance
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assemblage is gaining currency to describe this activity\(^2\) – to create even more powerful networked surveillance systems.

Surveillance systems and technologies are no longer confined to law enforcement authorities, intelligence agencies and the military – modern information technology has manifested surveillance as an everyday phenomenon. Surveillance technology monitors traffic on our roads and passengers on the Underground; government services use surveillance technology to check who is really entitled to social services; employers monitor employee keystrokes, e-mails and phone calls; and Internet service providers inspect their customers’ data traffic to target them with behavioural or personalised advertising. Thus, surveillance is not only bound to the notion of increasing security, but several surveillance practices and technologies have become commonplace in our daily activities, and they are, somehow, “banalised” by a routine use that scarcely takes into account the principles of necessity, purpose limitation and proportionality.\(^3\) Some surveillance applications enjoy citizen support, while others are viewed as oppressive and spark resentment. In many cases, citizens have just accepted what they cannot change even though they might have uncomfortable feelings about it (a phenomenon known as cognitive dissonance).\(^4\)

This paper examines the recent developments in surveillance technologies and argues that today’s “smart surveillance” approaches require explicit privacy assessments in order to sort out the necessity and proportionality of surveillance programmes and policies vis-à-vis privacy. After the dark days following 9/11 when security and surveillance became paramount, Europe has more recently seen a shift in the socio-political context towards a policy commitment that restores privacy to centre stage. We thus examine the legal tools available to ensure that privacy and personal data protection are respected in attempts to ensure the security and safety of our society, and find that improvements are needed in our legal and regulatory framework if privacy is indeed to be respected by law enforcement authorities and intelligence agencies.

2. Surveillance

First, we consider what surveillance means and how social scientists have viewed it. The term “surveillance” literally refers to a “close watch kept over someone or something”.\(^5\) In contemporary social and political sciences, surveillance refers to “the process of watching, monitoring, recording, and processing the behaviour of people, objects and events in order to govern activity”.\(^6\) Surveillance is one of the most challenging political questions of our age. At the centre, there is the issue of how surveillance should be conceptualised. One of the most famous answers was Michel Foucault’s disciplinary model, exemplified by the panopticon. According to Jeremy Bentham, the panopticon or “the inspection-house” was a principle of construction “applicable to any sort of establishment, in which persons of any description are to be kept under inspection and in particular to penitentiary-houses, prisons, houses of industry, work-houses, poor-houses, manufactures, mad-houses, lazarettos, hospitals, and schools”.\(^7\) The architectural model was a circular building in which a central observatory makes it possible to inspect all the activities at the perimeter. In the panopticon, those who are in the periphery cannot see their observers, and they can only assume that someone may be watching over them all of the time.

Michel Foucault described “Panopticism” as a system which aims “to induce in the inmate a state of conscious and permanent visibility that assures the automatic functioning of power”.\(^8\) According to Foucault, the panopticon was the model of the technology of power of the nineteenth century, of the apparatus through which people were replaced by “a collection of isolated individualities”, easier to be controlled and disciplined. In Foucault’s model, surveillance is connected with both observation and control. Its goal is the production of knowledge (observation and the birth of criminology as prison is described in Discipline and Punish) and of power (the control or, in the nineteenth century, the “disciplinisation” of behaviour).

Some scholars have raised objections to the theoretical vision implied by panopticism. English sociologist and former
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\(^3\) By “banalisation”, we mean making surveillance commonplace (banal), so that it becomes something we as a society do not care about. Banalised forms of surveillance enter our daily life without notice, so that they become a common part of our socio-political and economic relations, so that we become acclimatised or accustomed to surveillance in general, even if we are not always aware of the deployment of particularly intrusive forms of surveillance. The term is used to indicate the increasing pervasiveness of surveillance, right down to the level of the individual (parents monitoring their children’s whereabouts or taking pictures of what their neighbours are doing). Some examples could be the capture, storage and processing of fingerprints of frequent costumers of sporting complexes, in order to ease their access to and use of facilities, or the processing of large amounts of personal data in social networks for running “small entertaining applications”. In the field of law enforcement, it could be represented by the disproportionate retention of DNA in cases involving petty crimes. This idea partially resonates with the concepts of “soft surveillance”, developed in Marx, G.T., “Soft Surveillance. The Growth of Mandatory Voluntarism in Collecting Personal Information”, in T. Monahan (ed.), Surveillance and Security. Technological Politics and Power in Everyday Life, Routledge, New York, 2006, pp. 37–56. For more on banalisation, see Bella-nova, R., P. De Hert and S. Gutwirth, “Variations sur le thème de la banalisation de la surveillance”, Mouvements, No. 62, 2010.


\(^7\) This is a quote from the full title of Bentham, Jeremy, Panopticon, 1787, a copy of which can be found at http://cartome.org/panopticon2.htm.

3. Ubiquitous surveillance

Living in a surveillance society means more than just being under the watchful eyes of CCTV cameras: Today, every transaction and almost every move of the citizens is likely to create a digital record. The so-called Internet of Things and ambient intelligence are already developing fast through the use of RFID tags. Digitalised characteristics of the human body (biometrics) are increasingly used. This leads to an increasingly connected world in which public security organisations may have access to vast amounts of potentially useful information, which can directly affect the life of the persons concerned.

In their recent report on surveillance, the UK House of Lords said that surveillance continues to exert a powerful influence over the relationship between individuals and the state, and between individuals themselves. While the population seems in general to be content with the massive colonisation of the streets by CCTV, mass surveillance has the potential to erode privacy. As privacy is an essential prerequisite to the exercise of individual freedom, its erosion weakens the constitutional foundations on which democracy and good governance have traditionally been based.

A strong indication of the concerns raised by surveillance came recently on the occasion of the 31st annual meeting of the International Conference of Privacy and Data Protection Commissioners held in Madrid in November 2009. More than 80 civil society organisations and about the same number of individual privacy experts joined together to issue a declaration on Global Privacy Standards for a Global World. Their declaration noted "the dramatic expansion of secret and unaccountable surveillance, as well as the growing collaboration between governments and vendors of surveillance technology that establish new forms of social control" and warned "that privacy law and privacy institutions have failed to take full account of new surveillance practices, including"

19 House of Lords, op. cit., p. 10. The close relationship between privacy and freedom has featured in many scholarly texts, but the classic is that of Westin. He defined privacy as “the claim of individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them is communicated to others.” He goes on to say that “a balance that ensures strong citadels of individual and group privacy and limits both disclosure and surveillance is a prerequisite for liberal democratic societies”. Westin, Alan L., Privacy and Freedom, Atheneum, New York, 1967, p. 7, p. 24. Privacy, as manifested in the secret ballot, is at the heart of democracy, but as Westin and others have argued it is not an absolute right and must be balanced against other values.
20 http://thepublicvoice.org/madrid-declaration. Among the civil society organisations were the Electronic Frontier Foundation, the Electronic Privacy Information Center and Privacy International. Among the experts were Colin Bennett, Roger Clarke, David Flaherty, Joel Reidenberg and Marc Rotenberg.
behavioural targeting, databases of DNA and other biometric identifiers, the fusion of data between the public and private sectors, and the particular risks to vulnerable groups, including children, migrants, and minorities”. The declaration issued a “Call for a moratorium on the development or implementation of new systems of mass surveillance, including facial recognition, whole body imaging, biometric identifiers, and embedded RFID tags, subject to a full and transparent evaluation by independent authorities and democratic debate”.

The routine surveillance of citizens that pervades society today has raised concerns of individuals, civil society organisations, the media and policy-makers. Local authorities in the UK routinely use surveillance to spy on residents for all sorts of perceived offences, including littering, letting dogs foul the pavement and checking whether citizens live in the UK routinely use surveillance to spy on residents for all sorts of perceived offences, including littering, letting dogs foul the pavement and checking whether citizens live in school catchment areas. This kind of surveillance is not only unnecessary because it does not reduce crime but also counterproductive because it limits freedom. While some forms of surveillance do enjoy public support, others do not. A mechanism is needed to rein in surveillance to the critical parts — where it safeguards society and its values — and to ensure respect for privacy and protection of personal data.

4. Smart surveillance technologies

In this section, we take a closer look at emerging surveillance technologies that have the power to make significant impacts on social behaviour and on our privacy. We see three major technical trends that will significantly change the face of surveillance: the emergence of new image analysis algorithms in CCTV; the inclusion of new sensor systems that go beyond visual surveillance; and new data integration capabilities that combine traditional surveillance with advanced profiling and data mining techniques. At the same time, these technical trends fuel two novel social trends that significantly affect traditional surveillance practices: self-surveillance and self-exposure, i.e., the act of monitoring and recording one’s own actions in order to gain a better understanding about oneself, and the act of (digitally) sharing one’s thoughts and actions with the public at large. We will briefly discuss each of those trends in turn.

Firstly, advances in imaging algorithms facilitate the automated operation of CCTV networks, freeing CCTV operators from having to manually monitor video footage and thus greatly expanding system coverage. Computerised systems for automated number plate recognition, face recognition, gait recognition and complex activity recognition can continuously scan hundreds of video streams and direct the attention of human operators only to critical events. Alternatively, detected non-critical events can also be logged into a database and later correlated with other digital information (cf. data integration below).

Secondly, the use of novel and improved sensors such as infrared and microwave sensing, infrastructure sensing (e.g., smart power meters), chemical sniffing, rapid DNA analysis and neuro-imaging (brain wave scanning) greatly expands the type of data that surveillance systems are capable of recording. Instantaneous genetic testing will greatly expand the reach of genetic databases, while chemical sniffing, infrared scanning and portable brain wave scanners can complement CCTV footage with additional information. Medical sensors installed at home (e.g., smart toilets), as well as fine-grained and real-time infrastructural sensing for utilities such as power, water and gas, will provide the basis for advanced data mining applications that can infer occupancy, movements and even individual activities inside buildings.

Last but not least, the growing digitalisation of everyday life furthers the creation of comprehensive profiles across all aspects of one’s daily routines. Digital rights management systems are tracking personal media consumption (audio, video, TV, games), while RFID tags facilitate real-world activity tracking (e.g., through toll gates, public transport records, event attendance). Health records are being not only increasingly digitised, but also often outsourced to commercial third party providers (e.g., Google Health or Microsoft’s HealthVault) and thus stored “in the cloud”. And national and international travel is increasingly tracked in large national databases that combine multiple sources (payment, travel agencies, transportation companies, national registers).

Tables 1–3 below identify some of the smart surveillance technologies that are likely to emerge over the next decade.

---


23 There has been a lot of debate about the effectiveness of CCTV. A UK Home Office study found that “the best current evidence suggests CCTV reduces crime to a small degree. CCTV is most effective in reducing vehicle crime in car parks, but it had little or no effect on crime in public transport and city centre settings”. Welsh, Brandon C., and David P. Farrington, Crime prevention effects of closed circuit. television: a systematic review, Home Office Research, Development and Statistics Directorate, August 2002. A second study for the Home Office three years later concluded that “Assessed on the evidence presented in this report, CCTV cannot be deemed a success. It has cost a lot of money and it has not produced the anticipated benefits.” It did say, however, that CCTV “has potential, if properly managed... [but] ill-conceived solutions are unlikely to work no matter what the investment.” Gill, Martin, and Angela Spriggs, Assessing the impact of CCTV, Home Office Research, Development and Statistics Directorate, Feb 2005, pp. 120–121. While CCTV may not reduce crime, it does have the merit of recording crime the images of which may be helpful in apprehending those who have committed them.


26 See www.google.com/health/.

27 See www.healthvault.com
This digitalisation of our everyday lives is not always happening against our will. Self-surveillance systems such as Microsoft Research’s SenseCam, the myZeo personal sleep coach, Philips’ DirectLife or Nike’s Nike + SportBand allow one to digitally record various personal parameters (vision, sleep, vital statistics and workout) and often upload it to a commercial website for analysis. Google offers to save one’s searches in order to remember what was previously searched (and found).

From self-surveillance, it is only a small step to self-exposure, where we freely share the digitally collected information about ourselves not only with our friends and family, but often with “friends” on the Internet or even the public at large. The Nike + SportBand allows one to “compete” with others over the Internet, while location-based services such as Foursquare or Gowalla make it a game to “conquer” parts of your city by sharing the places you go most often and writing reviews on them, ultimately becoming the “mayor” of your local corner café.

What, then, is “smart surveillance”? How is it defined, and conversely: what would constitute “dumb” surveillance?

While there is no accepted definition of smart surveillance yet, we see a smart surveillance system as being capable of extracting application-specific information from captured information (be it digital images, call logs or electronic travel records) in order to generate high-level event descriptions that can ultimately be used to make automated or semi-automated decisions. Many modern information systems, e.g., consumer credit scoring, thus already fall within the scope of this system – it is the increasing inclusion of many hitherto analog sources (e.g., video images, movement tracks, brain waves) into this digital mix, the new technological trends described above, that will soon significantly expand the reach of such systems. Combined with increasing levels of self-surveillance and self-exposure, institutional surveillance could soon reach unprecedented levels of control over our lives.

5. Socio-political context

The development and use of new surveillance technologies, systems and assemblages such as those listed in the tables below were given a strong impetus by the events of 9/11. The new threats resulting from the changed geopolitical situation and challenges such as international terrorism were recognised in December 2003 with the adoption of the EU Security Strategy “A secure Europe in a better world” and the European Commission’s decision to establish an EU Security Research Programme (ESRP).

As a first step, the European Commission decided to form a “Group of Personalities” (GoP) with members from the Commission, research institutions and the European security and defence industry to oversee the development of the ESRP. In their report, presented in March 2004, the GoP stated that the EU needs to develop capabilities to protect the security of its citizens and that “Europe must take advantage of its technological strengths” to achieve these goals. The Commission seized upon these suggestions in its Communication “Security Research: The Next Steps”. The 2006 European Security Research Agenda specifies that security research should be aimed at identifying and protecting against unlawful or intentional malicious acts harming European societies.

The GoP report makes the point that “technology itself cannot guarantee security, but security without the support of technology is impossible.” It provides public authorities with information about threats, which is needed to build effective protection against them. The European Security Research Advisory Board (ESRAB), which was established to provide advice to the European Commission and to oversee the ESRP, explained in 2006 that improved situation awareness and assessment requires “the capture, fusion, correlation and interpretation of disparate forms of real-time and historical data and their presentation in a clear manner, facilitating effective decision-making and performance in a complex environment. Interoperable databases will be essential to allow surveillance information to be cross-referenced against multiple heterogeneous sources”. This is a comprehensive description of “smart surveillance”.

Many of the projects funded under the European Commission’s Preparatory Action for Security Research (PASR) and in the first two calls on security research in the EC’s Seventh Framework Programme concern smart surveillance of one kind or another. Smart surveillance is especially stressed for border security, protection against terrorism and organised crime, and critical infrastructure protection.
Table 1 – New image analysis algorithms (smart CCTV).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANPR – Automated Number Plate Recognition</td>
<td>The identification of number plates from CCTV footage has long since been perfected. Many systems are already in use, most notably on British motorways and for implementing the London congestion charge. Once this information is recorded with time and place, it can be correlated with other databases (see Table 3 below).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity recognition</td>
<td>IBM’s S3-R1 system (Smart Surveillance System Release 1) can analyse the behaviour of people captured on video, in real time. This allows for both alerts and for indexing of video footage. Video analysis moves through three stages: object detection, object tracking and object classification. Object classification will eventually allow not only a differentiation between humans and, say, cars, but also between different behavioural classes (e.g., “drunken drivers”, “suspicious humans”), thus implicitly performing activity prediction: members of the “drunken drivers’ class are expected to cause an accident, while members of the “suspicious humans’ class who are found in a parking lot might soon try to steal a car.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial recognition</td>
<td>Face recognition is still a hard problem and currently only works well in ideal conditions. However, when combined with additional sensors and information sources, more reliable identification may be possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gait-based identification</td>
<td>Famous early video-based face recognition deployments include the Super Bowl XXXV in 2001, as well as the BSI deployment in Mainz main station in 2007. Such technologies are also being deployed at airports. Identifying individuals by gait has the advantage of working even with low-quality video footage. As part of the Human ID Gait Challenge Problem, the research community has been testing several algorithmic approaches since 2002, though no commercial systems exist yet.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please cite this article in press as: Wright D, et al., Sorting out smart surveillance, Comput. Law and Secur. Rev. (2010), doi:10.1016/j.clsr.2010.05.007

However, the GoP and the Commission acknowledge that the technologies in question are not limited to security purposes but can often be used for applications in another area. They especially point to the dual use of technologies with an increasing overlap of functions and capabilities required for military and non-military security purposes.37 Recognising this problematic potential of smart surveillance technologies, the Commission stated as early as 2004 in its Communication on “Security Research: The Next Steps” that in security research “individual rights, democratic values, ethics and liberties need to be respected. A balance must be struck between surveillance and control to minimise the potential impact of terrorist action, and respect for human rights, privacy, social and community cohesion and the successful integration of minority communities.”38

In its recent Communication on freedom, security and justice, the Commission reinforced this claim: “The area of freedom, security and justice must above all be a single area in which fundamental rights are protected, and in which respect for the human person and human dignity, and for the other rights enshrined in the Charter of Fundamental Rights, is a core value”.39 The same Communication goes on to state that the EU must be increasingly aware of privacy and data protection issues related to emerging technologies and act accordingly in order to fulfil the above claim.

Important actors have already expressed their concerns about the amount of collecting, storing and processing of data in security-related surveillance systems. Here are a few examples (among many others that could be cited):

- The European Data Protection Supervisor: “The policies in the Area of freedom, security and justice should not foster the gradual move towards a surveillance society.”40
- Statewatch: “If ‘collective security’ demands the surveillance of all movements and all telecommunications and the collection of all the fingerprints of everyone living in the EU there can be no individual freedom, except that sanctioned by the state.”41
- UK House of Lords: “The widespread use of surveillance technology poses a significant threat to personal privacy and individual freedom... As surveillance is potentially a threat to privacy, we recommend that before public or private sector organisations adopt any new surveillance or personal data processing system, they should first consider the likely effect on individual privacy.” The Lords also recommended that each new surveillance measure should pass a technology and privacy impact assessment process before being introduced.42
Table 2—New sensors (beyond CCTV).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brain wave scanning/neuro-imaging</td>
<td>With the recent advances in neuro-imagery and brain scanning, criminologists are already discussing &quot;brain privacy&quot; issues. There is active work on making neuro-imaging equipment portable, e.g., by using lasers instead of the huge magnets typically needed to detect the magnetic signals inside the brain. Another alternative, in particular for use in the criminal system, might be the implantation of a communication chip to interface a remote reading device with individual sensors inside the body.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrared non-contact temperature measurements</td>
<td>With recent concerns surrounding flu pandemics, remote infrared non-contact scanning has received increased attention for securing, e.g., airports. Companies such as Fluke, Raytek and IRCON offer a range of products for airports. Infrared imaging has a long tradition in privacy circles, in particular, for detecting heat sources in private homes (often indicating marijuana plantations).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power meters and other infrastructure sensing</td>
<td>Research in improving energy awareness has seen large deployments of smart meters in private homes, which can accurately measure individual power use and send such data to a central server. Such data may equally reveal huge energy consumption such as infrared lamps used in growing marijuana plants. Recent research indicates that a smart meter might also be able to identify individual devices and their off-state. Similarly, a single pressure meter installed in a house’s water flow can be used to detect individual appliances and faucets being operated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical sniffing</td>
<td>Similar to drug dogs, devices are being developed that measure the presence of certain chemicals in the air.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable microwave scanner</td>
<td>Microwave scanners allow the detection of concealed items, such as metal, plastic, ceramic, carbon fibre and even liquid explosives. Several airports have already installed full body scanners. These deployments have been met with strong criticism, as they practically show a naked view of a person.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile phone sensors</td>
<td>With properly installed software, mobile phones can be remotely instructed to activate their microphones and thus act as a portable bug. This works even if the phone is turned off, as most models still operate in such a state, e.g., to trigger an alarm. This has been used, e.g., by the FBI to wiretap organised crime. Services such as “CenceMe” instrument a range of sensors on modern smart phones to provide others real-time updates of the phone owners’ activities (running in a park, in a meeting, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home health infrastructure</td>
<td>Japan has already seen a number of health-related online products, in particular, the “smart toilet” which analyses the urine of the user and sends updates to a physician.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b See http://neurophilosophy.wordpress.com/2006/09/06/hi-res-cheap-portable-mri/  
j A particular concern is the tendency towards function creep – i.e., where data collected for one purpose is used for another. For instance, at the 2006 Law Enforcement Information Management Conference, the presenters of IBM’s “Smart Surveillance Solution” stated: “There is a lot of video captured after the time of capture. Stored video is and stored, and often the value of the video is unknown until well after the time of capture. Stored video is potentially valuable later” [Italics added]. This is just an indication of how little awareness exists among technologists and business people about considering the possible negative social effects.  
A second concern arises from the fact that the digitalisation of information makes it easier to create new databases and to mine data from different databases.  
6. Legal issues  
There are legal protections against function creep and some of the applications and practices facilitated by smart surveillance that do or might intrude upon our privacy, but some improvements to the legal framework are becoming increasingly apparent.  
The protection of individual privacy at the EU level is mainly governed by Article 8 of the 1950 European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (Council of Europe, 1950) and Article 7 of the 2000 Charter of
Table 3 – New data integration efforts (multimodal surveillance).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online DRM</td>
<td>Media consumption (audio, video, games) increasingly involves online checks, thus offering content providers detailed information about indoor and mobile activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFID tracking</td>
<td>While we are still several years away from a comprehensive retail roll-out, RFID chips are increasingly being used in transportation system, e.g., toll roads (EZ-Pass) or public transport (Suica, Oyster Card). In several instances, movement data from such systems has been used in legal proceedings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location data mining</td>
<td>Location-based services such as Mobile Google Maps, Whrrl or the Google Phone allow companies other than the mobile network operators to collect detailed movement data of large parts of the population. Services such as “CitySense” record and mine the location trails of users in San Francisco, in order to detect hot spots of activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic health records</td>
<td>Electronic health records are increasingly being used to streamline health administration. Several companies already provide outsourcing of health records, e.g., GoogleHealth or Microsoft HealthVault.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counterterrorism databases</td>
<td>The FBI National Security Branch Analysis Centre holds over 1.5 billion records from public and private sources. The Dept. of Homeland Security holds travel records (PNRs) of millions of travellers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fundamental Rights of the European Union. In addition, data protection in the EU is governed by Directive 95/46/EC on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data (the Data Protection Directive), Directive 2002/58/EC on privacy and electronic communications (the e-Privacy Directive), the Council Framework Decision on the protection of personal data processed in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters (the so-called Data Protection Framework Decision)44, Article 8 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, and the Council of Europe (1981) Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (Convention No. 108).

Notwithstanding such abundance of privacy and data protection legislation, when it comes to security, surveillance and third pillar activities45, the European legislation framework seems to become more complex and less coherent. In the context of a growing use of information technologies and a tendency towards mutual access to private and public databases, the EU pillar structure has been considered a major obstacle to the definition of a more effective framework. For instance, the main piece of EU legislation on data protection, the Data Protection Directive of 1995, does not apply to “processing operations concerning public security, defence, State security... and the activities of the States in areas of criminal law” (Directive 95/46/EC, Art. 3(2)). Furthermore, as underlined by the Court of Justice in its judgement on passenger name records (PNR), the Data Protection Directive does not apply to the processing of data firstly collected by private actors and later accessed for public security purposes.46 This aspect is even more worrying because it risks leaving the access of public authorities to commercial data in a sort of no man’s land. Finally, the adoption of the Data Protection Framework Decision in December 2008, while achieving some first results in extending most of the data protection principles to the exchange and processing of data in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters, will not address all the lacunae that have emerged in the field of security and surveillance.47

Thus, despite the fact that security-related processing within Europe lacks a common regulatory basis, specific sectors have gone ahead alone, as indicated in the Schengen Agreement,48 the Europol49 and Eurojust50 Agreements, and the Prüm Council Decision.51 All include detailed data protection rules and procedures in their respective texts (admittedly using as basic principles and procedures those introduced in the Data Protection Directive). Therefore, what is actually in place at present within the EU in relation to the processing of personal data for security and surveillance

45 The 1993 Treaty of Maastricht introduced the three pillar EU structure. The first pillar comprised European Community economic, social and environmental policies. The second pillar was that of the Common Foreign and Security Policy and the third pillar supported police and judicial cooperation. The Lisbon Treaty did away with the three pillar structure on 1 December 2009.
46 European Court of Justice, European Parliament v Council of the European Union (C-317/04) and Commission of the European Communities (C-318/04), Joined cases C-317/04 and C-318/04, European Court reports, 2006, p. 1-04721.
48 Actually referring to Schengen I (Agreement between the Governments of the States of the Benelux Economic Union, the Federal Republic of Germany, and the French Republic on the gradual abolition of checks at their common borders, entered in 1985) and Schengen II or CIS (Convention implementing the Schengen Agreement of 14 June 1985 between the Governments of the States of the Benelux Economic Union, the Federal Republic of Germany and the French Republic on the gradual abolition of checks at their common borders, entered in 1990).
purposes is a series of sector-specific approaches that co-exist together with the 1981 Council of Europe Convention on data protection and the Data Protection Framework Decision.

Case law offers some guidance in this area. Of particular relevance is case law of the European Court of Human Rights on Art. 8 ECHR, and especially its recent judgements on secret control and mining of telecommunications and retention and processing of DNA and fingerprints. This last case sets up important limits and should offer guidelines to the implementation of Member States’ legislation on DNA and fingerprint databases. “Should” is the operative word. Despite the Court’s judgement, the UK seems reluctant to comply with the Court’s decision.

The entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty will, probably and partially, modify the landscape of privacy and data protection in the EU, also with respect to security and surveillance measures. Indeed, the Lisbon Treaty brings into force the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights and introduces a new provision on data protection (Art. 16 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union). It also expands the decision-making powers of the European Parliament, both with regard to EU and international instruments at a time when several existing agreements based on the processing of personal data have been re-opened for discussion (such as the PNR and SWIFT agreements) and when negotiations of a binding transatlantic agreement on privacy, data protection and data sharing have been announced.

Thus, an analysis of the legislation on data protection and privacy relating to security and surveillance practices brings four main sets of challenges.

7. Privacy impact assessments

Policy-makars should also engage other stakeholders as they address such questions. One way to engage stakeholders is through the mechanism of privacy impact assessments (PIAs). PIAs are a useful complement to privacy safeguards such as privacy by design, privacy certification schemes (such as the EuroPriSe label), best available practice and privacy standards. PIAs provide a way of instilling more trust and optimising the configuration, safety and security of policies, projects or services using personal data. PIAs can be regarded as a specialised tool of risk management. A PIA, tailored to smart surveillance, can also be seen as responding to the “need for reflection on the consequences for law enforcement authorities [among others] and for European citizens before new instruments are adopted. This reflection should duly take into account the costs for privacy and the effectiveness for law enforcement, in the first place when new instruments are proposed and discussed, but after those instruments are implemented, by means of periodic reviews”.

Privacy impact assessments have been defined in various ways, but essentially a PIA is “a systematic process for evaluating the potential effects on privacy of a project, initiative or proposed system or scheme” and finding ways to mitigate or avoid any adverse effects. According to privacy expert Roger Clarke, we define “stakeholder” to mean anyone interested in or affected by an action by a third party.
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The concept of a PIA emerged and matured during the period 1995–2005. The driving force underlying its emergence is capable of two alternative interpretations. Firstly, demand for PIAs can be seen as a belated public reaction against the increasingly privacy-invasive actions of governments and corporations during the second half of the twentieth century. Increasing numbers of people want to know about organisations’ activities, and want to exercise control over their excesses. Alternatively, the adoption of PIAs can be seen as a natural development of rational management techniques. Significant numbers of governmental and corporate schemes have suffered low adoption and poor compliance, and been subjected to harmful attacks by the media. Organisations have accordingly come to appreciate that privacy is now a strategic variable. They have therefore factored it into their risk assessment and risk-management frameworks.

A few countries have been using PIAs in recent years, notably Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, New Zealand, the UK and the US. Other countries, such as Denmark and the Netherlands, have been considering the introduction of PIAs.

In its RFID Recommendation, the European Commission said that those organisations planning to introduce and use RFID should undertake a PIA and it called upon Member States to provide their inputs to the Article 29 Data Protection Working Party within a year of the release of the RFID Recommendation (i.e., by May 2010) and that the Article 29 Working Party should consider the development of a “privacy and data protection impact assessment”. Although this was mentioned only in the context of RFID, there seems no reason why such a privacy and data protection impact assessment could not be applied in instances involving other technologies, services or policies that impact our privacy and data protection.

In addition, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has produced a standard for PIAs in financial services, which describes the PIA activity in general, defines the “common and required components” of a PIA, and provides guidance.

More recently, the 31st International Conference of Data Protection and Privacy Commissioners adopted a resolution on international standards of privacy which called upon States to implement “privacy impact assessments prior to implementing new information systems and/or technologies for the processing of personal data, as well as prior to carrying out any new method of processing personal data or substantial modifications in existing processing”.

There are differences in approach between the existing PIA methodologies. That developed by the UK Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO), for example, places an emphasis on consultations with relevant stakeholders. In Canada, government departments and agencies are required to perform and include the results of a PIA in their funding submissions to the Treasury Board, which manages the government’s purse strings. As well, copies of the PIAs are to be forwarded to the Office of the Privacy Commissioner, who can and does audit the PIAs. In the US, PIAs are to be posted on the websites of the government departments that undertake them.

A PIA methodology, like that promoted by ICO, offers a good mechanism to engage stakeholders in the consideration of the impacts and issues arising from the increasing deployment of smart surveillance, and in the consideration of alternatives or safeguards to mitigate the negative effects. With regard to smart CCTV, Introna and Wood comment that “seemingly mundane design decisions may have important political consequences that ought to be subject to scrutiny”. PIAs would provide that scrutiny. While the public has not objected strenuously to the proliferation of some forms of surveillance, e.g., video cameras on streets, in the underground, around shops, etc., especially as they have been useful in apprehending evil-doers, the public has objected to other forms, such as personalised advertising. How the public will react to the emergence of new, smart surveillance technologies in particular contexts is not at all clear.

However, the risks are rather clearer. The advent of smart surveillance greatly facilitates social sorting, as David Lyon and others have noted. Among the risks attending social sorting is that it turns nominal democracies into something repugnant politically and socially, where choices and opportunities are much greater for some people and decidedly fewer for others. Graham and Wood stress “the subtle and stealthy quality of the ongoing social prioritizations and judgements that digital surveillance systems make possible... These systems are being used to prioritize certain people’s
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mobilities, service quality and life chances, while simulta-
necessarily reducing those of less favoured groups. Importantly,
both beneficiaries and losers may, in practice, be utterly unaware
that digital prioritization has actually occurred. 66

A PIA, especially if it engages stakeholders, including the
public, is potentially a powerful tool for risk management
and transparency. If a policy-maker or developer or operator of
surveillance technologies and systems initiates a PIA well
before a policy or system is launched, he or she has an
opportunity to minimise or eliminate the risks and liabilities
that might flare up after launch. Engaging and consulting
stakeholders early on will help ensure transparency and
minimise undue criticism from stakeholders. Best of all, by
consulting stakeholders, policy-makers or developers might
profit from new ideas or alternatives suggested by stake-
holders that they might not have considered otherwise.

While PIAs are a useful tool, existing PIAs focus almost
totally on data protection rather than privacy. Thus, a true
PIA should cover the four aspects traditionally associated with
privacy, i.e.,

- Privacy of personal information – which is concerned with
  protection of our personal data held by others
- Privacy of the person – which is concerned with potential
  intrusions such as body searches and biometrics
- Privacy of personal behaviour – which is concerned with
  potential intrusions such as video and audio surveillance
  and media intrusion
- Privacy of personal communications – which is concerned
  with potential intrusions arising from telephonic intercepts,
  monitoring e-mail, etc.

In addition, existing PIA methodologies are ill-equipped to
deal with surveillance involving law enforcement activities,
security or third pillar issues (those issues delineated in Art. 3
(2) of the EU Data Protection Directive), especially those
involving transborder flows of data. Assessments in these
fields are carried out in a non-transparent way based on
evidence that is often not accessible for the public. Further-
more, existing PIA methods deal with existing information
technologies. A new PIA framework and policy seem necessary
for dealing with third pillar surveillance and smart surveillance
technologies expected to emerge over the next decade.

Thus, we see a need to extract the best elements of existing
PIA methodologies and to build on those to construct a PIA
methodology designed to address the particularities of surveil-
 lance projects, technologies, applications and policies while
recognising security sensitivities. The PIA methodology
should be fit to deal both with prohibitive and regulatory aspects of
surveillance projects: when to enforce the opacity of the indi-
vidual, when to impose accountability, control and transparency
on the surveillants. 69 When privacy is at stake, the outcome of
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a PIA may result in a simple “no” to a proposed technology, policy
or programme. The sheer fact of conducting an assessment does
not mean the broader legitimacy question is answered.

So far, nothing like this exists at the European level.
Accordingly, we believe it is important to design a PIA meth-
odology suitable for sorting out smart surveillance projects
(using the word “projects” in its widest sense), including those
involving transborder flows of personal data.

8. Conclusion

The tension between technologies of surveillance, security
goods and privacy, especially data protection, is not new, and
has been thoroughly examined since the mid-1970s. But this
literature is mainly rooted in an IT literature with a legalistic
perspective, and concerns either national cases in Europe (e.
g., UK, Sweden, Germany, France) or the US and Canada.
Recently, we have seen a transformation with specific
research in the EU and quite interesting comparisons
emerging from joint research between Canada and Europe on
the extensive reach of surveillance in relation to the societal
and political contexts 70, as well as a better understanding of
the competition between world companies for the demands of
stakeholders (police, border guards, intelligence services or
other private bodies) concerning interoperability, trans-
national exchanges of data and new technological means. 71
Nevertheless, this research often means an approach
describing the rise of the surveillance society in general,
without a thorough understanding of the transnational and
international political contexts.

To improve privacy and data protection under the new
security and surveillance parameters implies a need to be
aware of the international context, of the development of
transnational networks of technology providers and of the
international efforts in criminal justice and security. PIAs
have so far only been used within countries. They have not
been used to address security and surveillance issues at the
international level.

The time seems ripe to do so. With the adoption of the
Lisbon Treaty and especially Article 16, the three pillar struc-
ture has been swept away. Now the privacy and data protec-
tion rules can be the same for law enforcement and security as
for other sectors to which the European Data Protection
Directive applies. Also, the EC’s Communication re the
Stockholm Programme, as referenced above, signals again
that the Commission (like the EDPS) believes the pendulum
has swung too far towards security at the expense of privacy
and other fundamental rights since 9/11. The European
Parliament’s rejection of a new agreement on the transfer of
data about Europeans’ financial transactions shows that the
Commission (like the EDPS) believes the pendulum
has swung too far towards security at the expense of privacy
and other fundamental rights since 9/11. The European
Parliament’s rejection of a new agreement on the transfer of
data about Europeans’ financial transactions shows that the
Commission (like the EDPS) believes the pendulum
has swung too far towards security at the expense of privacy
and other fundamental rights since 9/11. The European
Parliament’s rejection of a new agreement on the transfer of
data about Europeans’ financial transactions shows that the
Commission (like the EDPS) believes the pendulum
has swung too far towards security at the expense of privacy
and other fundamental rights since 9/11. The European
Parliament’s rejection of a new agreement on the transfer of
data about Europeans’ financial transactions shows that the
Commission (like the EDPS) believes the pendulum
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and other fundamental rights since 9/11. The European
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If the European Commission’s Directorate General for Justice proposes amendments or revisions to the Data Protection Directive, it would be a good opportunity to make provision for the conduct of PIAs, preferably mandatory PIAs\textsuperscript{72}, whenever any organisation undertakes a new initiative potentially impacting our privacy or involving the use of personal data, even if it is an initiative involving security or the transborder flow of data.

It would also be useful if the Article 29 Working Party were to consider development of a PIA framework applicable not only to RFID but other forms of smart surveillance. The Commission has recently funded a Living in Surveillance Societies COST\textsuperscript{73} action which supports surveillance studies and which comprises more than 100 experts from 26 countries. This group could usefully conduct studies on how PIAs could be tailored to address the prospective deployment of smart surveillance technologies, services and policies, including those at the international level. Although surveillance in its many forms continues to expand largely unchecked by inputs or considerations from stakeholders, including the public, it is time to give stakeholders a voice in the decision-making processes which affect the privacy and data protection of all of us.
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